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Dear Tex, How do you talk to woman and successfully pick them
up?

My dear friend,
 I just don’t get with anybody because that is not the way of

Gentlemen.
Gentlemen, there are not many of us left. If you follow my simple

steps you might be able to pick up a woman.

1. You need to be friends with everybody first.
2. Stop looking for it, it won’t happen if you look for it to

happen!
3. Don’t look at bars because the women that you find in

bar’s are not the ones that you want to take home to mom. They are
nice to look at but they might have something that the doctor can’t
fix.

4. You can go to church and meet women that way too.
5. The best way is to meet them at school or work or through

friends. It is like fishing on a boat, you have multiple fishing lines
in the water.

6. When you start talking to somebody you have to be
yourself and always tell the truth no matter what, the truth will
save you in the end.

7. Always be nice.
8. Open doors, be polite, and dress nice. Women can’t stand

when guys can’t dress right, and make sure that you smell good
too. Don’t spray to much cologne on you, all you need is two
sprays on your shirt.

9. If you do meet someone that you like don’t call them all
the time because that is a big turn off! Call them once in a wile.

10. Fashions go out of stile,  relationships come and go, but
manners never go out of style!

I am very old fashioned in my ways, sometimes my sisters say
that I was born in the wrong time period. I dress very well. I respect
everybody no matter what their differences are.

 I have had the luxury to be in love once. Sex is not important,
because it ruins relationships if you are not serious about the
person that you love. You should not have sex unless you truly
love that person and plan to get married. That’s what I believe.
Personal relationships are better and sex is not the only thing. TV
has distorted the truth about sex and made it some big thing that is
cool and that everybody does all the time and that is not true at all.

I hope that this help you a little.

Ask
Tex Foo Fighters return to the

music scene late this year with
their most complex album to
date, "Echoes, Silence,
Patience and Grace".  Though
it may not be their best, it’s still
better than most popular rock
out now.  Frontman Dave Grohl
has lead the band from his
basement where he made their
first album himself, to the epic
act that they’ve become.

      Grohl seems to have the
Midas touch for rock.  After
playing with Nirvana, Queens
of the Stone Age, Tenacious D
and numerous metal icons, he
has brought forth his various
influences onto this record.
Confidently screaming his way
through thirteen new tracks

Album review:

by: Aaron Palmer
Editor in Chief

and backed by the perfectly
tight drums of Taylor Hawkins,
Grohl leaves us with a solid
album.

     Differing from previous
works, “Echoes” hits various
highs and lows, incorporating
piano work and bluegrass style
finger picking.  The harder
songs rip with ferocity while
the mellow songs stay melodic
and heartfelt.

     The explosive opening
track, and first single from the
album lets us know right off
how hard the band still is
before they plunge into more
melodies and acoustics than
usual.  In the end, it all seems
to wrap up well, with amazingly
clean production, surprising
guitar work and the grungy,
power pop sound that we’ve
come to expect from the band.

Contra dancing in North Village
by Marc Newton( NV1)
Photographer

This past Tuesday night,
North Village 1 hosted their
third contra dance.  It was also
the first series hosted on
Brevard College campus.  Josh
Carter (NV1) was the Teller/
Host along with the band:
Hunter Holmes (NV1), Steven
Acker (NV1), Jene Harb, and
Charles Jordan.  Roughly
around 30 people showed up
for the dance and anyone could

join for the following dances.
Haven’t been contra

dancing?  Not to worry, before
each dance begins there will be
a run through of the steps until
you have it down.  Dances are
expected to take place in front
of North Village 1 on Tuesday
nights, beginning at 7:30.
Contact Josh Carter, or any
other people from North Village
1, for more information.
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